Poachers Pilgrimage Mcintosh Alastair Birlinn Publishers
press poacher’s inormation pilgrimage - alastair mcintosh - pilgrimage an island journey alastair
mcintosh poacher’s pilgrimage alastair mcintosh £20 hardback isbn 9781780273617 published 30th june 2016
also available as an ebook praise for alastair mcintosh’s writing – ‘soil and soul is a world-changing book’ george monbiot ‘elegant and prophetic. there is earth in the theology no fairy story the author(s ... alastair mcintosh - alastair mcintosh, poacher’s pilgrimage: an island journey (edinburgh: birlinn 2016); 352
pp.: 9781780273617, £20.00 (hbk) in 2001 alastair mcintosh published soil and soul, an account of the ﬁght to
save the hebridean island of harris from being turned into a super-quarry, and of the dear eco congregation
friends - anglican - alastair mcintosh! alastair mcintosh has published a new book! 'poacher's pilgrimage: an
island journey' is available from birlinn. a video is available of alastair talking about his new publication. read
more about his publication here. alastair has his own website with information on his previous publications.
alastair has been a great spiritual activism leadership as service english edition - activism leadership as
service by alastair mcintosh provides a clear look at spiritual activism and the ways it can help us to be better
activists better leaders and ... heading back poachers pilgrimage an island journey alastair . télécharger
gratuits: spiritual activism leadership as service ebook alastair. community library leisureandculturedundee - alastair mcintosh is an independent writer, broadcaster, speaker and activist
who is involved in a wide range of contemporary issues, from land reform, globalization and nonviolence to
psychology, spirituality and ecology. he is the author of the bestselling hell and high water, and his most
recent book is poacher’s pilgrimage: an island journey.
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